Abstract. This paper presents two strategies that can be used to improve the speed of Connected Components Labeling algorithms. The first one operates on optimal decision trees considering image patterns occurrences, while the second one articulates how two scan algorithms can be parallelized using multi-threading. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed methodologies reduce the total execution time of state-of-the-art two scan algorithms.
Introduction
Connected Components Labeling (CCL) of binary image is a fundamental task in several image processing and computer vision applications ranging from video surveillance to medical imaging. CCL transforms a binary image into a symbolic one in which all pixels belonging to the same connected component are given the same label. Thus, this transformation is required whenever a computer program needs to identify independent components. Moreover, given that labeling is the base step of most real time applications it is required to be as fast as possible. Since labeling is a well-defined problem and the exact solution for a given image should be provided as output, the proposals of the last twenty years have focused on performance optimization. A significant improvement was given by the introduction of the Union-Find [17] approach for label equivalences resolution and array-based data structures [11] .
Most of the labeling algorithms employ a raster scan mask to look at neighborhood of a pixel and to determine its correct label. As shown in literature, the decision table associated to the mask which rules the scan step can be converted to an optimal binary decision tree by the use of a dynamic programming approach [8] . This approach leads to a reduction of total memory accesses and total execution time.
Another strategy to improve the performance of existing algorithms could be the parallelization. A simple process which divides the input image into horizontal stripes and computes labeling separately on each one is described in [3] . The p q r s x (a) general problem of Connected Components Labeling on parallel architecture was exhaustively threated in a theoretical way by [1] .
Recently, our research group released an open source C++ framework for performance evaluation of CCL algorithms. The benchmarking system called YAC-CLAB [7] (acronym for Yet Another Connected Components Labeling Benchmark ) collects, runs, and tests the state-of-the-art labeling algorithms over an extremely variety of different datasets solving the problem of fair evaluation of different strategies. Results shown in this paper are produced using this tool.
With this work we experiment two strategies to improve the performance of Connected Components Labeling applying them to the SAUF (Scan Array Union Find ) algorithm proposed by Wu et al. [18] and BBDT (Block Based with Decision Tree) strategy proposed by Grana et al. [8] . Firstly, we have transformed the decision trees used by both the algorithms considering the occurrence probability of each pattern in a mask and on a reference dataset. Secondly, we have parallelized both the algorithms, evaluating the benefits and limits of different approaches. Then we have tested all resulting algorithms on different datasets and environments to highlights their different behaviors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give an overview of existing Connected Components Labeling algorithms; Sections 3 and 4 contain the description of the implemented strategies, which are then evaluated in Section 5. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section 6.
Previous Works
Connected Components Labeling has a very long story full of different strategies that can be classified in three different main groups:
-Raster Scan algorithms which scan the image exploiting a mask (see for instance Figure 1 ) and solve equivalences between labels using different strategies. Multiscans approaches [10] , for example, scan the image alternatively in forward and background directions to propagate labels until no changes occur in the output matrix. On the other hand, modern Two Scan algorithms [8, 12, 17, 18] solve equivalences between labels on-line during the first scan, usually storing them in a Union-Find tree (i.e. a 1-D array also called P ).
Provisional labels in the output image are then replaced with the smallest equivalent label found in the flattened P array. -Searching and Label Propagation algorithms [15] scan the image until an unlabeled pixel is found: it receives a new label which is then repetitively propagated to all connected pixels. The process end when unlabeled pixels no longer exist. These algorithms scan the image in an irregular way. -Contour Tracing techniques [4] exploit a single raster scan over the image.
During this process all pixels in both the contour and the immediately external background of an object are clockwise tagged in a single operation. Finally, the connected components have to be filled propagating contours' labels.
Two scan algorithms have revealed best performances [7] , so our analysis focuses on them.
The SAUF algorithm [17, 18] implements the Union-Find technique with path compression and exploits a decision tree for accessing only the minimum number of already labeled pixels.
In [8] it was proven that, when performing 8-connected labeling, the scanning process can be extended to block-based scanning, that scans the image in 2 × 2 blocks (BBDT). In that case, because of the large number of possible combinations, the final decision tree is generated automatically by another program [9] .
He et al. [12] recently observed that BBDT checks many pixels repeatedly, because after labeling one pixel, the mask moves to the next one, but many pixels in the current mask are overlapped to the previous ones, which may have already been checked. They thus proposed a Configuration Transition Based (CTB) algorithm which introduces different configurations states in order to make further decisions. This procedure reduces the number of pixels checked and thus speeds up the labeling procedure.
Finally, Grana et al. [6] proposed an approach called Optimized Connected Component Labeling with Pixel Prediction (PRED) which employs a reproducible strategy able to avoid repeatedly checking the same pixels multiple times. The first scan phase of PRED is ruled by a forest of decision trees connected into a single graph. Each tree derives from a reduction of one complete optimal decision tree.
Pattern Analysis and Modeling of Decision Trees
In [17] Wu et al. have shown that when considering 8-connected components in a 2D image it is advantageous to exploit the dependencies between pixels in the scan mask to reduce memory accesses. This can be performed with the use of a decision tree which can be derived from the decision table (Figure 1b ) associated 
to the scan mask. In [8] Grana et al. proposed an automatic strategy to convert AND-decision tables to OR-decision tables and produce the associated optimal decision tree by the use of a dynamic programming technique originally described by Schumacher et al. [16] .
The basic concept behind the creation of a simplified tree from a decision table (with n conditions) is that if two branches lead to the same action the condition from which they originate may be removed. Thus, this conversion can be interpreted as the partitioning of an n-dimensional hypercube where the vertexes correspond to the 2 n possible rules. Associating to each condition removal a unitary gain we can select the tree which maximizes the total gain and minimizes the number of memory accesses. Moreover, in [9] , an exhaustive search procedure is provided to select the most convenient action among the alternatives in the OR-decision table. This strategy is also proven to generate always one of the possible optimal decision trees. A more detailed description of the tree generation can be found in [8] .
In Figure 2 we have reported an example of two equivalent optimal decision tree associated to the SAUF algorithm. The Figure 2a shows the tree presented by Wu et al. in [17] , while 2b is another tree obtainable from the original ORdecision table.
The novelty of the proposed approach lies on the analysis of the occurrence frequencies of each pattern derived from a mask on a reference dataset. If we generate the trees considering pattern probabilities, we are able to reduce the average number of memory accesses for a specific kind of images. In this case the gain obtained by a condition removal is related to the frequency of associated patterns. We expect that the greater the complexity of the mask is, the higher the gain given by this operation will be.
Parallel Connected Components Labeling
Modern computer architectures are multi-cores and support multi-threaded applications, so it is convenient to analyze how much the performance of CCL algorithms scale up when multi-threading is involved. The goal is to spread the computational cost among different threads without increasing the execution time with heavy synchronization mechanisms. A basic approach to parallelize two scan labeling algorithms divides images into stripes (chunks) and operates with the following three steps [3]:
1. Compute first scan on each stripe (in parallel); 2. Merge border labels and flatten equivalences array P ; 3. Compute second scan on each stripe (in parallel).
Assuming to have n workers available to compute labeling, we can spread the computational cost for the first scan between them dividing the image in n parts. In order to be cache friendly we choose to cut the image horizontally. Each stripe is then labeled independently (first scan) by each worker using provisional labels.
To avoid getting overlapped labels among different stripes, each thread must use a different set of initial provisional labels. When using 8-connectivity, each 2 × 2 block of pixels can only contain a single label, so the starting label number for a given thread can be easily calculated as
where r i represents the index of the i-th chunk's first row and w is the image width. The background will always take label zero. During the first scan, threads have also to collect any possible equivalence between labels and store it in the P array. To avoid collisions each stripe deals with a disjoint set of labels and this implies non overlapped accesses to the array storing the equivalences. In Figure 3b an example of the resulting image from the first scan is reported when two threads are involved.
After the first scan we have to establish a bridge between two adjacent chunks with the operation of Merge (Union of the Union-Find approach). This is required since chunks are labeled with uncorrelated provisional labels. In order to compute Merge we use masks reported in Figure 4 .
There are basically two strategies to figure out this problem and they are listed below.
-Sequential Merge scans each chunk's border sequentially and does not employ multi-threading, avoiding collision management in label equivalences array. -Logarithmic Merge already proposed in [3] , employs multi-threading to speed up this operation. Indeed, we can operate concurrently on two or more chunks when they are not accessed at the same time by another thread.
For example, if we consider an image processed with eight threads hence divided into eight stripes the Sequential Merge requires 7 stages for merging chunks while the Logarithmic one only 3 (log 2 8).
The second approach, compared to the Sequential one, leads, at least in theory, to better performance. However, the management of Logarithmic Merge is more complex when the number of threads is not a power of two, so a correct implementation of it must include additional conditional statements. Hence, as shown in Table 1 the Sequential Merge operation performs better if compared with Logarithmic. Due to this, all parallel results shown in Section 5 are obtained using Sequential Merge.
It is important to notice that the described approach leads to a fragmented array of equivalences and consequently the Union-Find tree needs to be flattened in a hop-by-hop way. This behavior is linked to the possibility of having a lot of unused provisional labels associated to each chunk in the P array.
To conclude the labeling process, the second scan is done in parallel by the same number of threads and using the same mask of the first scan. Second scan better suits the multi-threading approach because it contains few conditional statements. 
Experimental Evaluation
In order to produce an overall view of the proposed methods performance, we ran each algorithm using the YACCLAB tool on different environments: a Windows server with two Intel Xeon X5650 CPU @ 2.67GHz and Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 and a Windows PC with an Intel i5-6600 CPU @ 3.30GHz running Microsoft Visual Studio 2013. All tests were repeated 10 times, and for each image the minimum execution time was considered in order to reduce the effects of background processes. In the following of this section, we use acronyms to refer to the available algorithms: BBDT is the Block Based with Decision Trees algorithm by Grana et al. [8] , BBDT ALL and BBDT ONE are the versions of the BBDT algorithm with optimal trees generated considering respectively patterns frequency of all datasets described in Section 5.1 and patterns frequency of the same dataset on which the algorithm is tested. BBDT n is the parallel implementation of the BBDT algorithm run with n threads, SAUF is the Scan Array Union Find algorithm by Wu et al. [18] , SAUF ALL refers to the algorithm that uses the optimal tree generated considering patterns frequency on all YACCLAB datasets, and, finally, SAUF n is the SAUF parallel version run using n threads. BBDT and SAUF are the algorithms currently included in the OpenCV's connectedComponents function.
Datasets
The datasets used for tests are currently included in YACCLAB. All images are provided in 1 bit per pixel PNG format, with 0 (black) being background and 1 (white) being foreground. The images can be grouped by their nature as follows:
-MIRflickr is composed by natural images, it contains 25,000 standard resolution images taken from Flickr, with an average resolution of 0.18 megapixels. -Hamlet and Tobacco [13] are two set of document images. The first one contains 104 images scanned from a version of the Hamlet found on Project Gutenberg. The second one is composed of 1290 document images and it is a realistic database for document image analysis research. -Medical dataset, provided by Dong et al. [5] , is composed of histological images and allow to cover this fundamental field. -Fingerprints [14] accommodates 960 fingerprint images collected by using low-cost optical sensors or synthetically generated.
is a surveillance dataset mainly designed for people re-identification in multi-camera systems with non-overlapped fields of view. Images have an average amount of 0.41 million of pixels to analyze and 320 components to label. -Random contains black and white random noise images with nine different foreground densities (from 10% up to 90%).
A more detailed description of the YACCLAB's datasets can be found in [7] .
Frequencies Results
Firstly, we have run the tree generator algorithm described in Section 3 on the SAUF mask considering the patterns frequency of all YACCLAB datasets. The resulting tree is the one reported in Figure 2b , that is different from the one proposed by Wu et al. (Figure 2a ), but it is one of the optimal equivalent trees derivable from decision table in Figure 1b without considering frequencies. Indeed, the small number of conditions for this case limits the number of possible operations on trees. However, Table 3b shows that the tree generated by our algorithm requires from 0.03% to 0.27% less memory accesses when applied on real datasets. Instead, as expected, on random dataset the number of accesses is almost the same due to its uniform distribution of patterns' probability. In Table 3a comparison between execution time is also reported. The BBDT algorithm, instead, requires much more complex trees because of the high number of conditions to check and thus leaves space for better optimization. In Table 2 the execution times of three BBDT algorithms which use different trees are compared: the first one is obtained with uniform frequencies (BBDT), the second one is generated considering all YACCLAB dataset frequencies (BBDT ALL), and, finally, the third one employs the tree generated by the frequencies of dataset on which it is tested (BBDT ONE). Table 2 demonstrates that the pattern analysis leads to better performance compared to the original BBDT algorithm. It is important to highlight that the best results are obtained with BBDT ALL algorithm instead of BBDT ONEs: this is an unexpected result considering how trees have been generated. From our knowledge the only reasonable explanation is related to the code optimizations applied by the compiler. The improvements related to frequency analysis, albeit limited, are significant given the maturity of the problem and the performance achieved by the best existing algorithms.
Parallel Results
The parallel implementation of both BBDT and SAUF is based on the OpenCV's build in parallel f or function. This function runs the parallel loop of one of the available parallel frameworks, selecting it at compilation time. All parallel results presented in this paper are obtained using Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB). Table 4 shows the average execution time of sequential and parallel version of both the algorithms on all dataset and with different number of threads. Experiments reveal that the overhead introduced by the parallel f or with TBB is negligible i.e. the execution time of a sequential algorithm and its parallel version implemented with OpenCV parallel framework and tested with one thread is the same. As shown in Table 4 , the speed up obtained with two threads on SAUF is ×1.5 in average and it increases up to ×4 on random dataset when 12 threads are involved. Starting from 16 threads (i.e. when hyper-threading is involved and threads share cache of both first and second level) the performance of SAUF decrease. This could be explained by the increment of instruction cache misses due to data overflow. For what concerns BBDT algorithm, experimental results demonstrate a greater speed up with low number of threads (i.e. ×1.7 with 2 threads, up to ×4.7 on random dataset with 8 threads). However, increasing the parallelism, as it happens with the SAUF algorithm, leads to worse performance. Once again this behavior could be related to the increase of instruction cache misses that, in this case, occur starting from 8 threads, because BBDT code footprint is much bigger than SAUF one. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented two different approaches able to speed up two scan Connected Components Labeling algorithms. The first strategy operates on optimal decision trees in order to reduce memory accesses and improve performance. This transformation processes can be performed off-line and requires to know the occurrences of all possible patterns on a reference dataset or a group of them. As shown, the proposed approach leads to an improvement of the performance of CCL if applied to complex decision trees, such as the one implemented by BBDT. The second strategy employs multi-threading in order to spread computational cost among different processes. Differently from the first approach it is easily applicable to all two scan algorithms. The source code of the described algorithms is included in YACCLAB: we strongly believe that given the maturity of the problem and the subtlety involved in the implementation, it should be mandatory to allow the community to reproduce the results without forcing everyone to reimplement every proposal. To conclude, the parallel versions of BBDT and SAUF algorithms discussed in this paper have been submitted to OpenCV.
